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Foresight Cyber ® 

Introduction

What would you stand to lose if the worse happened and 
you went offline?
Are you leaving your cyber security to chance? 

At Foresight Cyber, we lead the way in protecting our clients and 
managing their cyber security, through our expertise and the 
partnerships we have with renown cyber security software vendors.

From legal and accountancy practices to corporate giants, 
we are experienced professionals and trusted advisers, who 
provide a first-class service and give our clients peace of mind.
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Our services
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Skybox Managed Services 
We are trusted partners of Skybox Security, 
providing Managed Services from design to 
full deployment, in a structured, pain free 
way, so you can take a full advantage of your 
Skybox investments.

Cyber security Assessment
Are you concerned about your businesses 
resilience in light of the many high profile  
cyber attacks?

Our Cyber Security Assessments are tailored to 
satisfy any business vertical and cover a wide-range 
of technical, administrative and management 
elements of your cyber security status.

Network Compliance
Using our Network Security Compliance 
solution, we look at your network and pinpoint 
potential areas of weakness, then ensure that 
not only is your system hard to crack but, should 
a cyber-criminal penetrate, damage is limited.

We call it segmentation – you might call it 
peace of mind.

Vulnerability Management
Your business is vulnerable after a software 
provider, like Microsoft, issues security patches. 
Any time lag between patch issue and patch 
installation provides a window of opportunity 
for the cyber criminal. Our Vulnerability 
Management solution monitors security patch 

issues, instructs your IT teams and service 
providers to install relevant patches immediately, 
and connects your patch management process 
to our vulnerability management process.

Office365 Security
Microsoft Office 365 is a critical cloud-based 
system - enabling business processes, internal 
and external communications, and a business 
value increase. In information security, a 
business can only improve its business cyber 
security resilience once it fully understands its 
current risk posture. Our experienced team, 
coupled with market leading technologies, 
deliver easy to understand and an actionable 
Office365 security assessment coupled with our 
leading Office365 security monitoring service.
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Our team

Our team has almost 100 years’ combined experience in 
information and cyber security - we were delving into cyber 
security before most of the world had woken up to the dangers 
of cyber crime.

We are continually seeking to extend and improve our 
knowledge, so we keep one step ahead of the ever sophisticated 
cyber threats. All our staff have at least one professional 
certification. 

Vladimir Jirasek
Founder & CEO

Bob Mann 
CISO, Principal Security 

Consultant

Lukas Macura 
Chief Technology Officer

Tomas Pilch Dominik Rohovsky
Head of Technology 

Operations
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Our clients
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What they have to say about us?

Who have we worked with?

“We have worked with Foresight Cyber since 2014. Their work  
has been professional, precise and exceeded expectations”
- CISO, a semi-conductor company

“Their professional and managed services have helped us 
secure and retain business with FTSE 100 companies.”
- CTO, Cortexia
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Our partners

Skybox Security
We are approved service 
partner of Skybox Security.
Skybox provides cyber security 
management solutions 
which help eliminate the risk 
of targeted cyber attacks, 
safeguarding business data 
and services. 

skyboxsecurity.com

Qualys
Qualys is a leading provider 
of information security and 
compliance cloud solutions. 
Its integrated apps help 
businesses simplify security 
operations.

qualys.com  

Hardenize
Hardenize provides a 
monitoring service that 
keeps watch on your 
infrastructure, enabling you 
to have exactly the level of 
security you need.

hardenize.com 

Apomatix
Apomatix enables you 
establish what your 
organisation requires in order 
to become compliant. The 
platform helps you identify 
your risks and delivers industry 
standard advice for a variety of 
frameworks.

www.apomatix.com

Microsoft
Microsoft is a leading global 
vendor of computer software, 
hardware, mobile and gaming 
systems, and cloud services. 
Foresight Cyber partners with 
Microsoft to deliver full range of 
cyber security services to fully 
protect Office365 and Azure.

microsoft.com  
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Foresight Cyber ®

Skybox Services
From design to full deployment - a structured, pain free way to take full advantage of your Skybox investment

• Bespoke Skybox design based on best
practice and client’s requirements

• Full Project Management

• Deployment and hand over to Operational
teams

Keep the lights on
Technical
Application
Management

Functional
Application
Management

Remediation
Management

Ensure correct and  
reliable analysis

Orchestrate remediation 
and report on progress

• Review of business and technology of 
Skybox integration

• Identify opportunities to maximise the RoI

• Suggest optimal reporting

360 Assessment

Deployment Skybox Managed ServicesYour organisation or your clients have invested in Skybox 
Security software in order to:

Be Smarter - Gain the advantage over attackers with advanced 
vulnerability and threat intelligence. 

See & Understand - Zoom in on security control gaps with 
comprehensive network modelling and cutting-edge attack 
vector analytics. 

Act Quickly - Protect important systems and data in minutes 
with remediation plans specific to your network and systems.
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Secure these benefits with 
Foresight Cyber Skybox  
Managed Services now!

“Foresight Cyber is an extremely strong partner for Skybox due to their 
experience and knowledge of our platform. Their expertise in delivering 
services for our solution will be a huge value-add to those organizations 
that may not have the resources to manage our platform on their own.”

— Uri Levy, VP of worldwide channels for Skybox Security

Service Partner
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Silver level
� Cyber Essentials 
� Elementary assessment  of cyber security
� Focus on key security controls
� Self-paced assessment questionnaire
� Review by industry leading experts
� Quantitative risk driven report

Gold level
� Cyber Essentials 
� Detailed assessment of cyber security
� External and internal systems vulnerability 

and hardening assessment
� PCI DSS scan and report
� Review of your risk management process

Platinum level
� Cyber Essentials 
� Comprehensive assessment of cyber security 

using a US government approved frameworks
� Business resilience interviews with key 

stakeholders
� Wide-ranging technical security assessment
� Data leakage review
� Analysis of Indications of compromise in your 

network

Foresight Cyber ® 

Cyber Security Assessments

Don’t be a victim of cyber Crime
Are you concerned about your business resilience in light of the many 
high profile cyber attacks?

When did you last do a cyber security assessment. If at all? ... Our 
Cyber Security Assessments are tailored to identify weaknessess in 
detecting and protecting against cyber security attacks.

You should be constantly and relentlessly challenging your people and 
your IT to demonstrate how they protect your business.

Whichever level you choose you will receive a comprehensive report 
highlighting key areaswhich need attention in order to make your 
business secure and more resilient.
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Foresight Cyber ®  

CISO as Service

Management teams need the support of a 
CISO or ISO to ensure their organisation’s 
security is robust enough to combat cyber 
attacks and that is meeting legislative, 
regulatory and corporate obligations. 

Having a dedicated Chief Information  
Security Officer should be on every 
organisation’s wish list.

Management teams need the support of a 
CISO or ISO to ensure their organisation’s 
security is robust enough to combat cyber 
attacks and that it is meeting legislative, 
regulatory and corporate obligations. 

But what if your business doesn’t have the 
budget to employ your own CISO or ISO? Or 

your business’s needs don’t warrant creating  
a permanent role?

This is where Foresight Cyber can help, by 
providing you with an outsourced CISO. 

Our CISOs have a wealth of skills,  
experience and knowledge to help your 
organisation, whatever your size or sector 
and they have all held CISO positions in 
medium to large enterprises. 

Our security specialists offer a service tailored 
exactly to your organisation’s needs: a single 
point of contact for all information security 
matters, from business to boardroom

Our Outsourced CISO service includes:
� Regular meetings with your senior 

management team to understand the 
business strategy

� Assessment of current cyber and 
information security threats, devising an 
appropriate risk profile

� A cyber security strategy, covering 
potential threats and new regulatory 
obligations, reviewed six-monthly

� An appropriate information security 
programme to support the security strategy

� Selection, design, implementation and, 
where appropriate, operation of cyber 
security technologies

� Creation of process definitions, measures/
KPIs and reporting elements

� Product applicable regulatory reporting
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Foresight Cyber ® 

Cyber Security Services

We deliver a range of services that help your business manage the risk of cyber crime.
Whatever the size of your network - accessed by 50, 500, or 50,000 staff -  you’ll want to ensure that not only is it hard to crack, but should a cyber-
crimonal penetrate, damage is limited.

Vulnerability Management
Your business is vulnerable after a 
software provider, like Microsoft, issues 
security patches. Any time lag between 
patch issue and patch installation  
provides a window of opportunity for 
the cyber criminal.

Our Vulnerability Management solution 
monitors security patch issues, instructs 
your IT teams and service providers to 
install relevant patches immediately, and 
connects your patch management process 
to our vulnerability management process.

Network Security compliance
If you run an organisation with more than one site – 
perhaps you have multiple sites – with a networked IT 
system you’ll want to be sure it is secure and that you’re 
following best practice. 

As with our Vulnerability Management service, we look at 
your network and pinpoint potential areas of weakness. 
Our two services – Vulnerability Management and 
Network Security Compliance – often run hand-in-hand.

Whatever the size of your network – accessed by 50, 500, or 
50,000 staff – you’ll want to ensure that not only is it hard to 
crack but, should a cyber-criminal penetrate, damage is limited.

We liken it to having fire doors in a building: if 
hackers gain access through the external door, 
they can’t jump from office to office, or department 
to department. We call it segmentation – you 
might call it peace of mind.

If your organisation relies on a network and you’re 
concerned about its safety being compromised, 
please get in touch with the Foresight Cyber team 
to talk about Network  Security Compliance.

We partner with leading cyber security software 
providers, including Skybox,  Qualys and 
Hardenize, only selecting the software solution 
that best suits your cyber security needs.
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